Egypt, victim of a loveless marriage of convenience?
(An adapted extract from Notes from the Threshold,
itself free to download from www.pathwayinitiatives.co.uk)

The following extract, mainly written in 2011, is not a partisan argument – it's neither pronor anti- anyone or any group of people. However, it is concerned with how just a few
people can affect the lives of the many, for better or for worse.
Regarding Egypt, it sketches out the bigger picture background story that mainstream media
professionals don't dare tell because of career fear or worse. Which is why in the mass media
there's universal passive complicity with the agenda of the alliance behind the ruthless
exercise in divide-and-rule now being worked out in Egypt.Meanwhile, at ground level there's
much diligent media reporting of the consequences.
First, a basic clarification: the universal masculine and feminine principles are not the same
thing as the physical gender of particular male or female individuals, each of whom is a
unique combination of the masculine and the feminine principles. Given that assumption,
this article concerns the loveless marriage of mutual convenience between the masculine
world of political states and the feminine world of finance – or, from a different perspective,
humankind's present schizoid split, yet to be healed through a rebalancing of its two polar
opposite tendencies.
Flag vs. Banknote
...Among many variations worldwide of this 'marriage of convenience' arrangement, Egypt's
present troubled version serves as a clear, stark example..First, there's the masculine State setup, in the form of a long established military hierarchy, with all its trappings of authority,
based on raw physical power and weaponry, accumulated wealth and property, commercial
interests and various privileges.
Then, behind the scenes and the displays of State pomp and power, there's the pervasive
feminine controlling influence of the global central banking syndicate. In Egypt this operates
through its 'local' branch, the Central Bank of Egypt, and can be seen to be subtly
manipulating the situation in collaboration with other branches of the syndicate, in pursuit of
a coordinated worldwide strategy of control over humankind... through money.
Rivalry exploited
In this divided nation there are two main rival masculine factions competing for supremacy:
the secular military hierarchy and the Muslim Brotherhood. Why there's no Muslim
Sisterhood raises a whole lot of other questions. And all the while, the global banking
syndicate, essentially a Jewish organisation, is exploiting its subtly feminine manipulative
influence. Through its control of the world's finances, and thus its current control of the USA
administration, it's strategy is to support Egypt's military faction ('my enemy's enemy').
Thereby it cleverly divides and weakens Egypt, always a potential threat to Israel's survival,
and in the process, disempowers Muslims, the Jews' historic enemy.
Dependency cultures
In simplified psychological terms, both the Muslims and most of the secular population still
seem to live in a culture of obedient dependency on an all-powerful father figure. This is a
relic of the fading descent into matter era (explained in Notes from the Threshold). Thus
many Muslims evidently still crave revered father figures of authority whom they'll

passionately support and for whom they're prepared to die, if required to, in order to uphold
their assumed superiority over those deemed to be infidels.
Egypt's secular people, meanwhile, seem to have grown out of that kind of dependency,
and into seeking their personal independence, a universal characteristic of adolescence.
However, they've yet to confront the emotionally stifling influence of the devious,
manipulative, money-controlling mother figure, operating behind the scenes. Consequently,
they haven't yet acquired the insight, overview and capacity to evolve beyond a continuing
dependence both on her and their harsh, domineering father figure, ie the ruling military
hierarchy. And both factions have to deal covertly with their requirement for finance,
in a wider world still effectively programmed into an addictive dependence on money.
Righteousness
Meanwhile, all claims to righteousness, based on fantasy notions of what's 'democratic',
remain a hollow and insubstantial pretence. That is, so long as democracy is taken to mean
little more than a superficial numbers game, in which partisan political groupings use all
means available to them – especially the mass media. So, they (a) to strive to win a numerical
majority of votes from an ill-informed and already prejudiced mass of citizens, and then, if
they win, (b) act out the pretence of governing while being required to implement the agenda
of their hidden financial and state rulers.
Thinking beyond all this?
So, the crucial question, in Egypt and all over the world, concerns how long it will take for a
significant proportion of humankind to realise how the distorted minds of small minorities
can shape local, national and global situations, such that its many troubles seem to be
inevitable, despite the underlying goodwill of people everywhere. For in the bigger picture,
there is no 'law' of nature or the cosmos that decrees human life on Earth has to continue in
its present confused and self-harming way. The three basic cosmic principles that render this
paradox resolvable are revealed in Notes from the Threshold.
Ireland, in the meantime, presents a contrasting variation on the theme of exploitation.
Historically steeped in Catholic Christian guilt, sinful unworthiness and glory seeking,
the resulting ambivalence between submissiveness and rebelliousness, spirituality and greed
has proved easy to exploit, through ruthless financial manipulation, by the Syndicate of
Central and Arch-Banks, known to some as Mama SCAB*.
*Explained in Notes from the Threshold and in a short, low budget video on YouTube.
___________________________

